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 In 1997 I saw an early manifestation of Ann Hamilton's tearing wall, in the

 Projects Series at the P.S. 1 Contemporary Art Center in Long Island City, New

 York. The simplicity of this minimalist gesture-a tiny, single drop of water

 snaking its way down a vast, white wall-belied an elaborate technical appar-

 atus just beneath the surface. Almost unnoticed by passers-by, this weeping
 wall imbued the space with an elegiac quality. It seemed a subtle testimony to

 a loss unacknowledged by the indifference of its archi-

 Mary Katherine Coffey

 Histories that Haunt:

 A Conversation with

 Ann Hamilton

 tectural support. The disjunction between what was

 visible and what was hidden, between this poetic ges-

 ture and its technological manufacture, augured a shift

 in Hamilton's work from an emphasis on material

 excess to a concern with haunting presences that are

 barely detectable, and yet somehow persistent.
 In recent installations, Hamilton has extended

 her trenchant investigation of site to an archeological

 exploration of architectural form. She has violated the

 white cube of the modern gallery by revealing long-obscured windows, flood-

 ing interiors with natural light, and introducing domestic elements into the

 masculinist purity of the public sphere. These acts both illuminate and wound.

 They invoke through absence rather than accumulation, and through the

 undirected experience of wandering in a dematerialized landscape rather than

 the contemplating of objects in space. At the 200I Annual Conference of the
 College Art Association in Chicago, I had the opportunity to ask Hamilton

 about the direction of her work since she represented the United States at the

 48th Venice Biennale with myein (i999), a millennial meditation on the national
 traumas that continue to haunt the civic spaces of public memory.

 Coffey: Typically, artists representing the United States in the Venice Biennale

 exhibit a retrospective of sorts. The curators Katy Kline and Helaine Posner,

 however, were interested in your work precisely because it would be a unique,

 site-specific installation. Can you talk about the process of conceptualizing the

 piece? To what extent were you responding to the architectural space? To

 the history of the event? To the responsibility of representing the nation in

 an international context? Take us through myein and the thought processes that

 went into its conception.

 Hamilton: I took this project very seriously and really thought about how
 a work can explore some of the absences that are in our historical record,

 or that are pervasively present, but in some ways invisible to us. Can material

 form be a way of looking? When I first visited the pavilion in Venice, I thought,

 "This neo-classical form is every bank in Iowa." This is an American form,

 and it sent me straight into the arms of Thomas Jefferson at Monticello. And

 yet the building is almost a scale model. When you get in, the facade is not
 fulfilled by the experience and the volume of the inside. So very early on, I

 decided that I wanted to take on the building as both an object and subject
 of the work, to make a work that was both inside and outside of the building.

 The first gesture of the work was to empty the space, to open the skylights to

 light for the first time in some fifteen years, and to make alterations architec-

 turally that then embed the work in the structure of the building. The glass

 Ann Hamilton. the picture is
 still, 200 1. Installation detail.
 Akira Ikeda Gallery,Taura,
 Japan. Courtesy of Sean Kelly
 Gallery, NewYork. Photo:
 Thibault Jeanson.
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 wall [in front of the pavilion] served to distort the view into the building

 as well as the view out. The glass changed and liquefied the solidity and the

 authority of the kind of architectural history that you are looking at when

 you approach the pavilion.
 When you first walked in and entered the small rotunda, there was a

 blind window that had been revealed. It was one we found as we went into

 the membrane of the building. It
 didn't offer a view back out, but

 rather a reflection of your backlit

 shadow, as you entered. You could
 then turn any direction within the

 rotunda to enter an L-shaped config-

 uration of consecutive galleries, two
 on each side, each one the same,

 each treated the same except for the

 change in light.
 On the walls was a text--Charles

 Reznikoff's Testimony: The United States

 i885-i9Is--translated into Braille.
 It's a two-volume work that is based

 on his research in the thirties on

 court records from the turn of the

 last century. Intensely colored fuchsia

 powder was falling around the

 perimeter of each of the rooms,

 catching, rolling, falling off the

 Braille text and then accumulating

 on the floor. The voice that you

 heard was my reading of Lincoln's

 Second Inaugural Address in interna-

 tional phonetic code. So if you walked the landscape of the interior of the

 room and wrote out the letters that you were hearing, you would transcribe

 the text. Both of the references to language, in Braille and phonetic code, are

 veiled in such a way that language doesn't become the vehicle through which

 you arrive at a certain set of information. And so you had to sense your way

 through this.

 A table, the only object in the piece, stood at the exterior and was knot-

 ted with white cloth at its surface. In part, it was an homage to my own tex-

 tile heritage and sensibility, in that tying a knot in a piece of string or cloth

 was one of the earliest forms of record keeping. The system of government

 we have is based on legalistic structure. So the record-keeping reference is
 here in material form.

 Coffey: I want to ask you about the title. myein is both evocative and apt, in

 that before you look it up in the dictionary, it suggests possession, but then

 once you read about its meaning, a whole new set of ideas emerges: it is an
 ancient Greek word-the root word for "mystery"; it also signifies an abnor-

 mal contraction of the pupil and an initiation rite or ritual. These associations

 Ann Hamilton. myein, 1999.
 The American Pavilion at the

 48thVenice Biennale.View of

 Pavilion through glass wall.
 Courtesy of Sean Kelly
 Gallery, NewYork.
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 Ann Hamilton. myein, 1999.
 Installation details. Courtesy
 Sean Kelly Gallery, NewYork.
 Photos:Thibault Jeanson.
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 inform our response to the ninty-foot wall of water-glass-which forms a

 kind of cataract-as well as the meditation on vision and invisibility through-

 out the piece. The mysterious environment also suggests the invisible haunt-

 ings of public memory.

 Hamilton: Those are some of the many references. But the word myein also

 means to close one's eyes or lips. If you were removed from your social con-
 text for a mystery of ritual, you would never speak the things that occur during

 that process when you rejoin the group. I was thinking about those things

 that are unspoken within our history. I felt like this was a millennial piece

 in some way. One hundred years ago, these court records of Reznikoffs

 accounting-the cases that actually end up in court--were property disputes
 and many racial disputes. I was thinking about the inheritance of a democracy

 that actually is formed in slavery.

 How do we occupy that contradiction, and how do you do that in a pub-
 lic building? That is why it is bleeding at the edges. I didn't think of the color

 as red. It was shockingly pink-a toxic color. The color was so outrageous.
 I kept thinking, "I can't let myself do this." And the more I thought about it,

 the more I thought, "I have to do this." It had to be something experienced
 as pure chroma. That was part of the physicality of entering the piece where

 dust was literally filling the air, and yet it was so fine there was nothing you
 could hold on to.

 I started out thinking about weather, and talking about things in the

 invisible world, like about how the presence of weather is registered in your

 body but you can't ever point to it and name it. That is one of the reasons

 that I actually emptied the building. I wanted the absence, the thing not stat-

 ed, to actually be a presence in the building. But of course the Biennale was

 a festival. In my own single-mindedness, I found it very disturbing (but also

 interesting) how, when it was filled with people, especially at the opening,

 the piece was totally erased. It was gone. And then it was there. It would

 come back, and it would leave again. It was interesting to see a piece that
 was like weather itself in that it appeared and disappeared in relation to the

 immediate atmosphere.

 When I came out of it, I realized it was a piece that had a very different

 structure than some of my earlier work. Walking past the front glass panel,

 walking behind it, walking through the piece, you never have a singular

 moment where there is the "aha!" image. It's a piece that links itself, or is

 experienced, in the same way that you read: you read across a line of text as

 if you are moving in time and in space. Obviously a festival atmosphere is

 really difficult for the liquidity and quietude that the work needed. But I came

 away thinking that my question for the next ten years is, "What does it mean
 to be a reader?"

 My research for this project was material and architectural. (Certainly we

 were inserted right into the structure of the building) But my process primar-

 ily reading a lot of the history of the architectural form. I became a devotee

 of Ann Carson's writing. And her work gave me permission-another way to
 approach the building, to think about how great temples sanction and legit-
 imize certain roles and exercises, particularly by women's groups. My research

 14 FALL 2001I
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 process was less material than one of book research. I thought, "Well, this is

 really interesting," because although I think of myself as a material maker,

 reading is not something that leaves a trace. It may imprint you in some way,

 but the activity doesn't leave a material trace. And so I feel, as an artist, my

 predicament right now is to take this process of reading and figure out how

 it becomes the matter of my work. I don't think it means that I become a

 writer. I'm very clear that I am a reader.

 Coffey: I think of you as a reader because your work is so well researched.

 For instance, the way you used Howard Zinn's A People's History of the United States

 as inspiration for indigo blue (Charleston, Spoleto Festival, i991), or the way
 Susan Stewart's writing has influenced the scale and content of your work.

 But you have a very complex relationship with text. You have said that you

 think of yourself as more indebted to writers than to visual artists. And yet in

 so many of your projects you intervene in the text-you erase its authority-
 you obscure it. You take away the communicative properties of text and read-

 ing, even in this piece, by turning the text into Braille. This tactic speaks as

 well to some of the aporias in our public memory, the extent to which certain

 facts or experiences are rendered invisible in official histories.

 Hamilton: A lot of people have asked me if I am trying to make a prelinguis-
 tic sort of work by erasing text. I don't think I'm doing that at all. I'm very

 interested in the hierarchies of our habits of perception, and how, if some-

 thing can be contained within the discursive structure of words, that we

 trust it will have more legitimacy than other kinds of information or ways

 of knowing. I think that I'm just trying to take this access and tilt it, so that

 the felt-quality of the words is equal to, but not dominant over, other kinds

 of sensory perceptions.

 It's like the problem of naming. On the one hand, the ability to name-

 how we name-can open up how we think about something, just as in mul-
 tiple ways, I could name this building for myself and open up the process for

 Venice. On the other hand, how we use the process of our everyday language
 can close down and objectify something in a way that removes it from the

 process. That is my resistance. I think it was Maria Porges who beautifully

 wrote in an interview we had a number of years ago something like, "Words
 are all we have, and they're never enough." I think that's my attraction to

 poets. It's in the conversations I'm having with Susan Stewart, Ann Lauterbach,

 Michael Palmer, and others-what they do with words-that I get that "aha!"
 and it allows me to trust what remains unnamed within my own process.

 Coffey: It seems to me that you do that with materials. That is, you try to use

 materiality as the vehicle for ideas in the same way that a poet evokes an idea

 through the use of language. And yet your work seems to be getting more
 and more minimalist and less material-or process-oriented. Is that a response,
 in part, to the Disneyfication of large scale? Or is it just a new set of concerns,

 moving away from the lapwork orientation of your career thus far into more

 minimal installations, like whitecloth (i999) at the Aldrich Museum of
 Contemporary Art?

 I 5 art journal
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 Hamilton: It's a good question. I can see that there is loss of material in my
 work. And there is a loss of hand. I've been very mournful about that. I have

 felt the need of a craft . . . of a daily practice. I want to go to the studio and

 do something. But my studio is the telephone as much as anything. And yet
 there is as much making in my more recent minimal work as in earlier work.

 Like the tearing wall-that is extremely technically involved; but it's behind the

 scenes. So I think one of the shifts is that a lot of my work is interested in
 embedding itself into the architectural membrane, not on its surface. For the

 first ten years, the trace of the hand was laid

 out transparently onto the architecture, and now

 it is going behind the scenes. In fact, in the

 Aldrich piece, I addressed the loss of the hand

 in my own process of making and then engaged
 the building, not with a material surround, but

 with a completely different order of things.
 The Aldrich Museum is on Main Street in

 Ridgefield, Connecticut, and it has a long his-
 tory. It has been a Christian Science church,

 a post office, a general store, a private home.

 It has architecturally historical status. Then,

 in the sixties, it was bought by Larry Aldrich

 and turned into a contemporary art space. He

 showed a lot of cutting-edge work in this space
 outside New York. But when he took it over,

 he had to respect the guidelines, which I am

 sure are enforced in that town to respect the

 facade. He couldn't change it. So he covered

 over a lot of the windows to make wall space.
 When you enter this building, you have no idea what is outside. Likewise,

 when you look at it from the exterior, you have no sense of what is inside.

 This very fundamental schism between inside and outside has been a very

 important part of my work. It also presented an interesting opportunity to
 work with a very domestic space.

 We took the sheetrock off the thirteen blackened windows, and returned

 light-as we did in Venice-to the interior of the room. When you walked

 in, the first object you saw, was actually operating because of the relationship

 between the inside and the outside. Air came from the outside, through some-

 one's office underneath, and up through the legs of a refectory-scale wooden
 table, causing the cloth to flow or levitate over the surface. A lot of this instal-

 lation was influenced by my interest in New England culture and history, and

 the inheritance of a relationship between the word and the body that comes

 from that history and our distrust of things material.

 What connected all of the works in the space was this fleeting white cloth
 that was animated by a motor in the attic. There were three floors, and the

 motor pulled a cable along. Two white cloths were attached to that cable. They

 rarely "saw" each other. We cut approximately twenty-six holes through the

 walls and floor, so that this ghostlike presence could animate the whole thing.
 It could pass through and go forward and reverse. It was a little bit like a rab-

 Exterior view of The

 Aldrich Museum of

 Contemporary Art before
 installation, Ridgefield,
 Connecticut. Courtesy of
 Sean Kelly Gallery, New
 York. Photo: Steve Willard.

 16 FALL 2001
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 Ann Hamilton. whitecloth,
 1999. Installation details.

 Courtesy of Sean Kelly
 Gallery, NewYork. Photos:
 Steve Willard.
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 bit, not knowing if it wanted to come in or out of the hole. And it animated

 this building like a ghost, and therefore linking all of these much more

 domestic spaces than I'm used to working in with a gesture and an action
 rather than with a kind of material surround. whitecloth was the cloth of

 Veronica's veil, the white cloth of a truce, the white background of landscape.

 It was the multiple references that any white cloth of that scale. Pulleys that

 drew it along. Whenever it passed one of the revealed windows and blocked

 the light, it would trigger an event. For example, a tub was set down so that
 the water level in the tub was flush with the level of the wood floor. There

 was a speaker underneath, eight inches below that you could see. Every time

 the white cloth passed the window and blocked the light, a sound wave
 gathered in the water. You could feel it in your feet, because the floor would

 start to vibrate. Then the water would gather, almost like a passing sigh, and

 dissipate until the next cloth passed another window. So the light from the

 outside and the cloth on the inside were connected to the way sound was
 physically present in water. There is obviously a relationship here between

 light and voice.

 Coffey: It strikes me that there is a sense of haunting throughout this piece.

 That also seems to have been implicit in the Venice piece. But I think it goes

 back to at least i99i, with indigo blue. You've been working your way back in
 history in some of these installations. As your work becomes more overtly

 concerned with history, it brings out the invisibilities of our civic memory,

 the disjunction between our ideals and our practices. You have always hon-
 ored domestic and low or nonwaged labor as an invisible economy. In Venice
 you conjured the invisibility of our foundations in a slave economy. In this

 piece, you engaged the Protestant or puritanical ethos of the East Coast that

 suffuses the culture. Did this influence your turn toward more sparse interiors

 and your interest in animating these interiors with fleeting, mysterious

 processes?

 Hamilton: That's a really good observation. I think there are a lot of changes

 -my life changed-I had a child. I had less time. I sometimes don't like the
 way my installations are becoming more technologically dependent. I've been
 concerned about the cost of some of the technologies that this work now

 needs; I can't afford them anymore. You know, it's really different than detri-
 tus that is collected, or materials that are borrowed and laid out and returned

 to their economy. I've entered a different economy. I depend on technologies

 that I don't always control or understand. Fortunately, my engineer Marty

 Chafkin and I have great conversations. It is a real collaborative process, work-

 ing with him. Sometimes the spectacle of the production can actually eclipse
 the work. That's something I was really concerned with even back in 1988,

 after I made the capacity for absorption at the Temporary Contemporary in Los

 Angeles. I thought, "Is the next stop Disneyland?" The material excess is
 perhaps very American, but does it eclipse what I'm actually doing?

 My new work is involved both with very early technologies and with

 using computers and digital processes. I have made a set of pinhole cameras
 that fit in my mouth. So the act of speaking is like the act of letting light

 enter my mouth, just as I let it enter the building in a new way. As I open

 18 FALL 2001
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 my mouth, I'm exposing film. The photographs are made standing face to
 face with another person. It records the trace of that one-minute or twenty

 seconds-which can seem very long-of standing face to face with another

 person. I think in some ways, Venice was the thing that allowed me to turn in

 my work and do that. In the first piece I made when I was in graduate school,

 I covered myself in a suit of painted toothpicks; I looked like a porcupine.

 That was the last time I've actually faced anyone in a piece. In all the other

 work you joined the person, or you came up to their side or back while

 they were engaged in activity. A

 certain set of relationships play

 out because of that whole spatial
 approach. This new work is based

 on reading, but it is also a kind

 of turning and using my body. In

 some ways it is similar to how I

 approached the house, the opening
 of the windows at the Aldrich.

 Coffey: There is something more
 intimate about the scale of whitecloth

 too, in that objects are scattered

 sparsely through this very open

 space. We have to enter the piece,
 or enter into acts of participation

 with it. Your work has typically
 involved a tender or someone who

 is there doing a ritualized activity

 that the viewer can identify with

 in order to experience the piece. In
 this case, with no tender, and these

 moments of engagement, it seems

 to me that it brings an intimacy
 back into it that was not there in

 the same way in the accumulations, the operatic scale, and plush materiality
 of the earlier work.

 Hamilton: The spaces that I'm asked to work in have a particular historical
 resonance that I am very interested in reading. At the Aldrich, I was very

 influenced by my conversations with poet Ann Lauterbach, but also my read-

 ing of Susan Howe's The Birth-Mark, about the antinomial controversies and the

 presence of voice within early American history. But I am not leaving behind

 working on a large scale. I'm interested in huge amounts of volume and what
 happens to your experience of your own body, and how you walk around the

 space. In fact, I just ordered 120,000 pieces of charcoal to use in a project I'm
 doing in Japan in May. So, I haven't gone completely Puritan in my work. It

 is very much a live response to a space. I don't generate work outside of a
 space or outside of history.

 This space in Japan where I'm working is very interesting. It's in Taura,

 a small town that is an hour and a half out of Tokyo. It is a building built by

 Ann Hamilton. the picture is
 still, 200 1. Installation detail.
 Akira Ikeda Gallery,Taura,
 Japan Courtesy of Sean Kelly
 Gallery, NewYork. Photo:
 Thibault Jeanson.
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 Ann Hamilton. the picture is
 still, 2001. Installation view.
 Akira Ikeda Gallery,Taura,
 Japan. Courtesy of Sean Kelly
 Gallery, NewYork. Photo:
 Thibault jeanson.

 the Japanese Navy. It has these enormously heavy and large I-beams that struc-
 ture it. And it houses within it another house that has a floor lower than the

 one you are standing on. It is about thirty feet long, and is where they once

 loaded the torpedoes onto Japanese warships during the Second World War.

 You walk in and think, "Whoa, what is this?" Because it is mutely sitting
 there, and is used as an exhibition space. All of the exhibitions I have seen in

 there engage this space. But they haven't necessarily engaged that history. And
 so I think, How can I stand here? How can I come as an American and inherit

 this space, and deal not only with this object but with the incredibly compli-

 cated history? I walked out of Venice into this. It's still very much in process,

 so I don't know what it is going to happen. It is a response to a particular
 place in time.

 Coffey: The trenchant investigation of site in your work is really fabulous.

 There is a difference in the sensibility of tropos at, Dia in New York (i994),
 where that sea of woven horse-hair recalled the early horse-hair industry of

 20 FALL 2001
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 New York, and mattering, in Lyon (1997-98), where you used all that billow-

 ing orange material to evoke not only the local silk industry, but also the

 undulating movements of the worms that produce the thread. Despite the

 characteristics of mattering that are identifiable with your style, it communicates

 something that seems-and this is a hard thing to say-French. It's the partic-
 ular quality of sensual beauty, its reference to couture, to touch and luxury.

 Then there are the peacocks, which we think of as vain animals, but whose

 beauty is a product of the biological necessity to reproduce.

 At what point does the site enter into the conception of the piece? There

 must be some preoccupations that travel across your various projects, and then

 there are the things that you think before you get there. But how does that

 work itself out as a response to the specifics of a site or project?

 Hamilton: I want to clarify how I research, partly because it makes me sound

 much more scholarly than I am. I think that one reads for one's own purposes.

 I often share books with my husband or good friends. It's interesting that we

 all underline texts very differently. As my friend Buzz Spector said, "Ann, you

 never read for the main point." I think it's because what I often respond to is

 a poetic phrasing. It's the way two words sidle up against each other. In those

 words is the relationship you are looking for, seeking in your questions and

 work. I will read between and across a lot of different things.

 My site visits have an enormous influence on the work. When you cross

 a threshold and your body is registering a zillion things, the temperature, and

 the smell. There is a plentitude of atmospheric information that has an enor-

 mous amount to do with how we feel and how we perceive what is going
 on there, how we register the words spoken, or the sounds heard. That is

 the stuff that goes into my making a work. For example, in Lyon, where the

 cloth went up and down, when I first visited this beautiful, newly built Renzo

 Piano building, emerging on the third floor felt to me, on the first few visits,

 like coming up from under water into air. It was a physical sensation. So the

 research is the luxury and history of Lyon. I certainly ate a lot of amazing

 food and partook in the local culture in as many ways as I could. But was still

 based, initially, in what was really a physical experience. Just registering the
 sensation often becomes the deep structure of the work. The worst work-the

 dog pieces, the really bad ones-are the ones where I haven't had that experi-
 ence. They're the ones that haven't been based in direct experience. I think

 that's very important. It's the important thing to understand about looking at

 the work. These are pictures and not experiences.

 Coffey: There is something uncharacteristically sexual about this piece.
 Typically, the sensual qualities of your work are more animalistic. But this

 piece seems very libidinal. Especially with that masculine electrical pole going
 right up through the opening in the orange silk, and your exlusive use of
 male tenders.

 Hamilton: It's actually a telephone pole.

 Coffey: This gets to the role of the tenders in your work. Often you play this

 part, but when you aren't there, do you feel disconnected from the piece? Is
 there something generative about experiencing other people in the space or

 21 I art journal
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 Ann Hamilton. mattering,
 1997-98. Mus6e d'Art
 Contemporain, Lyon.
 Installation view. Courtesy of
 Sean Kelly Gallery, NewYork.
 Photo: B. Adilion.

 being the participant who goes through these excruciatingly repetitive tasks?

 I imagine they take a toll on the body as much as the mind.

 Hamilton: In Lyon, the tenders, who were all men, were the pretense in this
 work. They were the people who helped make it. Often someone is in the

 work because a conversation or relationship has been established by actually
 putting it up. So the private making of the work continues into its public

 life. It does take an incredible discipline. For me how this works is always a
 dilemma. Some of how it occurs is logistics. I have to trust that the presence

 of a person helps me to understand that one needs to be present in the work

 and just let go. In some cases, that hasn't worked very well because the ten-

 der's gesture is misinterpreted. There is a process of trying to control how

 that works, and letting it have its own life, separate from me. But there is also

 a question of how long these things should be happening, and who they are

 for. Something happens when you have been sitting or doing something for

 six hours. That is very different than when you have been there for ten min-

 utes. It's one way that I have explored the work myself. I come to understand

 22 FALL 2001
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 Ann Hamilton. mattering,
 1997-98. Musee d'Art

 Contemporain, Lyon.
 Installation view. Courtesy of
 Sean Kelly Gallery, NewYork.
 Photo: B.Adilion.

 it when I'm in it. I have a relationship with the work that's interior and that

 I don't think I would have if I didn't spend that time. But with my schedule,

 I don't want to stay and live in these works. So it's always an imperfect solu-

 tion. I really don't see myself making work that has an attendant in it in the

 future. I'm not sure. In some ways, the logistics may have eclipsed it. I don't
 know if I need to sit in the work anymore. The work evolves out of the

 necessity of questions.

 Mary K. Coffey is Assistant Professor/Faculty Fellow in the Museum Studies program at New York Univer-
 sity. She writes about nationalism and cultural institutions in the Mexican and United States context.

 Ann Hamilton is a visual artist known for her poetic and materially sensuous installations. Her work
 evolves in response to the socioeconomic history and architectural enclosure of a site. She is currently
 working on a collaborative performance with Meredith Monk.
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